The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 1769
At this moment, the major masters of the Eagle Nation stopped their actions.
Quietly looking into the distance.
There was joy on Richard’s face.
The Seventh Heavenly Powerhouse.
Only exists in the legend.
Even before the covenant of the gods, the Seventh Heavenly Powerhouse is a legend.
To say that the strong of the six heavens is a hurdle, under the six heavens are all ants.
Then the Seventh Heavenly Power is a qualitative leap for the Sixth Heaven.
A Seventh Heavenly Powerhouse can block thousands of Sixth Heavenly Powerhouses.
The two are not the same.
This is the Seventh Heaven Powerhouse.
At this moment, the world is quiet.
Everyone was dumbfounded.
The Eagle Nation really does not hesitate at all costs.
In order to stop Levi Garrison, the powerhouses of the seventh heaven were dispatched.
The visitor wore an ancient medieval armor.
He was surrounded by electric lights, making a sizzling sound.
Terrible.
This is a super person.
Innate talent for awakening thunder and lightning, he can control thunder and lightning.
For ordinary people, it is a god.
So he has the title of “Warhawk Thor”.
Is a big killer of the war eagle country.

He came to kill Levi Garrison himself.
“Leave me all away!”
Warhawk Thor gave an order, and everyone immediately gave way to a large blank area.
The tall warhawk Thor approached Levi Garrison step by step.
“Zila zila zila…”
The electric lights surrounding him seemed to be angry, making a dazzling light and terrible sound.
“Dead!”
Warhawk Thor roared.
The sky became extremely dim at this moment, black clouds hit and lightning flashed.
Then came the rumbling thunder.
Seeing that the warhawk Thor can really control thunder and lightning, the whole world is silent.
It turns out that there are such god-like figures.
It’s just that you didn’t have access to it before, or even imagined it.
The warhawk Thor controls thunder and lightning, which is unstoppable.
“Dead!”
He suddenly waved his hand.
“Shit!” A
In the split to Levi Garrison.
Levi Garrison’s eyes were cold, and the Beiming sword in his hand was swung out.
“Clang!” A
knife blocked the lightning.
But everyone found that there were gaps in the blade of Beiming Zhan’s sword.
“Hiss!”
Everyone gasped.
Warhawk Thor is too scary, right?

Levi Garrison’s treasure knife that cuts iron like mud was cut through a gap.
terror!
“Kill!”
“Kill!”
“Kill!”
…
Warhawk Thor, like crazy, controlled a wave of lightning to kill Levi Garrison.
“Clang!”
“Clang!”
“Clang!”
…
Levi Garrison used the Beiming Sword to block it again and again.
“Kacha!” When it was
blocked for the twenty-eighth time, Beiming’s sword was broken.
Upon seeing this, the War Eagle Nation and most of the world began to cheer.
Sure enough, the Seventh Heavenly Powerhouse is too strong.
This Erudia person can’t go out anymore.
Erudia was dead silent.
No one spoke.
But even if Levi was about to die.
It is also glory!
After all, the force of the whole nation of the Eagle Nation was forced by one person to target it.
On the other hand, it also allows the whole world to see the strength of the Eagle Nation.
Superpowers are just extraordinary.
Whether it is the foundation of ancient martial arts and super power, or the advanced and powerful

modern technology.
Du Yaoyao domain world.
“Kill!”
Levi Garrison no longer defended, holding a short knife to kill the warhawk Thor.
Warhawk Thor looked at Levi Garrison, who was close at hand.
He smiled.
“Looking for death!”
“Rumble…”
“Rumble…”
……
Thunder was loud in the sky, and thunder and lightning fell intensively and frequently.
Turning this area into a sea of thunder, Levi Garrison is the center.

